Coronavirus Disinfection Program Brought to You

ISS and Evaclean
ISS partnered with Evaclean to deliver an infection prevention program to kill Coronavirus (COVID-19) making your workplace healthier, improving productivity and easing your mind

Sanitization
The system sanitizes surfaces by spraying a disinfecting mist which electrostatically attracts to surfaces like a magnet

H₂O
The sprayer uses tap water and PURTABS to disinfect with hypochlorous acid resulting in a colorless, odorless, and environmentally friendly solution

Our teams are ready to disinfect your facility now
Evaclean’s NaDCC based hypochlorous acid chemistry is registered by the EPA at the highest classification of disinfectants, recommended by the CDC and WHO to treat emerging pathogen threats like Coronavirus (COVID-19), Candida Auris, and any future threats not yet identified.

**Evaclean Stops Coronavirus (COVID-19)**

4 MINS Time it takes to kill C Diff.

**KILLS INFECTIOUS DISEASES** Such as cold & flu, Norovirus, Hand Foot & Mouth, Measles, MRSA, etc.
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